
 

THE OBGLIGATION (FARD A'IN) TO FOLLOW A LIVING SHAYKH 

MURSHID AL KAAMIL: 

 

Shaykh Muhammad Adil Ar-Rabbani (q.s), the Living Murshid Kaamil of 

Naqshabandi Aliya Tarikat of the Golden Chain: Mawlana Shaykh Nazim AL-Haqqani 

(q.s) speak: https://youtu.be/8fgKLu_q9sA 

For Images visit: https://naqshabandi.org/gallery/ 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem 

Quran 2:217 They ask you about the sacred month - about fighting therein. Say, "Fighting 

therein is great [sin], but averting [people] from the way of Allah and disbelief in Him and 

[preventing access to] al-Masjid al-Haram and the expulsion of its people there from are 

greater [evil] in the sight of Allah. And fitnah is greater than killing." And they will continue 

to fight you until they turn you back from your religion if they are able. And whoever of you 

reverts from his religion [to disbelief] and dies while he is a disbeliever - for those, their 

deeds have become worthless in this world and the Hereafter, and those are the companions 

of the Fire, they will abide therein eternally. (217) 

Quran 2:257 Allah is the ally of those who believe. He brings them out from darknesses 

into the light. And those who disbelieve - their allies are Taghut. They take them out of the 

light into darknesses, (see 25:43/45:23) Those are the companions of the Fire; they will 

abide eternally therein. (257) 

"Those who do not have a living Shaykh Murshid Kamil, then their Shaykh is Satan" 

-Ghause Al Azam Sultanul Awliya Shaykh Muhyiddin Abdul Qadir Al-Jilani (Q.S) 

The way of Allah (J.J) is what Nabi Muhammad (a.s) gives through the Imams, i.e. Mawlana 

Shaykh Nazim Al-Haqqani (q.s), the Qutub And Ghouse of this Era! 

Mawlana Shaykh Nazim (q.s) takes directly from the Prophet Muhammad (alaihiswalathu wa 

salam), and which is an order for all people! 

If you are not in the station such as the rank of Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al Haqqani (q.s) or 

Sahibul Saif Shaykh Abdul Kerim Al Kibirisi ar-Rabbani q.s, then you need to follow a 

living Shaykh. This is very important point. And your love for your previous Shaykh will be 

perfected through the living guide. You will attain Fana in your previous Shaykh, through the 

living guide. There is no separation from any grand shaykhs. Otherwise, it will happen to you 

what happened to the Christians and Jews. Jews loved Musa a.s and Dawud a.s so much, but 

they didn't accept some prophets who came in between these two Prophets. Their attachment 

to Musa a.s and DAVID a.s become egoistic attachment, no more the attachment according to 

the Law and Traditions of their Scriptures. In the same way , Chrsitians became egotistically 

attached to Jesus Christ (Peace be upon him). So they didn't accept the successor of Christ,  
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Sayyidina Nabi Muhammad alaihiswalathu wa Salam . To deviate like this , they 

misinterpreted, changed and/of concealed certain words of Sayyidinaa Isa a.s . And the the  

Jews did so, by changing their Scriptures as well. As the Quran says (2:257) , Isa a.s 

reminding his own disciples, that once he is ascended , they are also in danger of darkness, 

but He is blessings them with the light of Roohul Qudus, and after them, there is complete 

darkness in the world. Because there is no living Shaykh. 

 

John 9:5 As long as I am in the world, I am the light of the world. (ESV). John 12:35 New 

Living Translation Jesus replied, “My light will shine for you just a little longer. Walk in 

the light while you can, so the darkness will not overtake you. Those who walk in the 

darkness cannot see where they are going. Then the whole world is called , Dark Age of the 

Medieval age. 

 

 

When Mawlana Shaykh was alive in this world , he is the Shaykh, because the Exalted 

Naqshabandi Order of the Golden Chain belonging to Shah Sultan Mawlana Shaykh 

Muhamamd Nazim El Hakkani q.s. But still after the disciples of Christ, even to this days , so 

many Christians performing wonders and signs. In the same way, Wonders and signs are not 

norms for changing the laws and norms of Tarikat. I cannot say, I saw Nabi a.s in the dream 

or in awake, so I don't need a living Shaykh!. Nabi alaihiswalathu wa Salam says, to His 

sahabi, adhere to the main body and Its leader (sahih Bukhari and Muslim).  

 

Hazret Shaykh Abdul Qadir Jilani q.s didn't say to his followers, You are following 

Ghause Al Azam , you don't need another Shaykh after me!.  
 

So from 2014 onwards, everyone must be following and renewing their Bayat Shaykh 

Muhammad Adil Hazret and continuing the mission and works of all different groups who 

are appointed by Mawlana Shaykh that has already been established by Mawlana Shaykh 

Naazim (q.s) .  

 

 

Allah Almighty Exalted commands to follow the inheritor and successor of this time 

(4:59). 

 

 Bayat is Necessary/Obligatory: Because this is the authentic tradition and laws of tarikat . 

All those silsila that was led by Sajjade Nashin (dergah managers) , died out , because they 

didn't renew their bayat with living grand shaykh s! But i haven't done that mistake. I 

followed the order of Tarikat Imams long back in 2012, and the process of reaching out to 

those who didn't make Bayat to Shaykh Muhammad Adil Hazret, take place eventually over 

the last 9 years , an inspired approach to bring those ones to this understanding and truth. You 

can read more about this topic here: https://naqshabendi.blogspot.com/p/bismillahi-rahmani-

raheem-there-are.html We want everyone to be without blame in front of Nabi alaihiswalathu 



wa Salam and Grand shaykhs. They must follow the Unchanging tradition of the Imams of 

Tarikat and be in safety .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Having a new living murshid Kamil is not betraying or breaking your love for your 

previous Shaykh. If you are thinking like that , it is coming from your ego and shaitan. 

It is a deviation like Jews and Christians, you may recite, you may perform Miracles 

and wonders, you may be living like an ascetic, you may win followers. But it is all 

according to your ego. Because it is said, "Those who do not have a (living) Shaykh, 

then their Shiakh is Satan". 

 

 As Christ (a.s) says, those who walk in the darkness (2:257) with the devil as their living 

Shaykh, they will not know where they are going. They can accuse Me by saying to me, "you 

are egoistic or blind ". But they are reflecting on their own nature and their own school boy 

level tantrums.  

 

 

So if you want to change the law of Islam and tarikat and doesn't not want to follow the living 

successor of Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al-Haqqani q.s then go ahead . But if you are in 

awakening Stations and understanding and saying to your self: "there is something very 

important in the words of this Jouhar Ali, and he is trying to save me and others who 

are with me , he is not looking for fame or admiration, he doesn't seek any reward or 

service to him, and I must review his words with the guidance of the greatest Imams of 

tarikat , and if his claim is true, let me change my perception and understanding and 

accept what Imams have written. Then I will be higher Station and my followers will 

also be in higher Stations and opening wl coming to them, so later , I can retaliate 

Jouhar Ali, let me spare him now." I want everyone and every group who hasn't renewed 

their bayat with Shaykh Muhammad think like this. And it's OK if they want to retaliate me 

or demonize me now or later when they reach higher Station. I am used to abuse and slander, 

and it's OK, if someone want to do that out or ignorance and misunderstanding. But to me 

most important is the preservation of Sahibul Saif way and the prevention of deviation from 

the the laws of tarikat.  

 

 

Mishkat al-Masabih 3674 ‘Abdallah b. ‘Umar told that he heard God's Messenger say, “He 

who throws off obedience will meet God on the day of resurrection without possessing any 

plea, and he who dies without having taken an oath of allegiance will die like a pagan.” 

Muslim transmitted it. 

Reference : Mishkat al-Masabih 3674 In-book reference : Book 18, Hadith 14 All this 

Hadith speaking about the necessity of having a living inheritor of the Prophet (a.s) , first to 

sahaba , then to those after them and to those after them to this date 2021 (4:59).  

 

 



This is a message to everyone, Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al Haqqani q.s said: All Tarikat 

has been drained,not working, Only Naqshbandi Aliyyah is working. MAWLANA 

Shaykh says: we are waiting for everyone east to west to come and renew Bayat with us.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is because of the Pole of Guidance (Qutub Al Irshad wa Tarbiya) came to a halt in all 

that TARIKATs....because those are the tarikat of representatives (khalifas) and Sajjade 

Nasheens (elected leader of the dergah). But in the tarikat Murids doesn't not look around to 

appoint their own new Shaykh , then their Murshid Shaykh pass away! . And no person 

appoint himself as a Shaykh of Irshad wa Tarbiyah. This are some school boy level mindset 

ideas coming from people who have not reached in the state of witnessing (Muhsahada).  

 

 

But it is the Prophet a.s who appoint a successor , this is in the Hadith,, this 

appointment will come throough the living Grnad Shaykh (Murhsid Kaamil), and it is 

precisely Shaykh Muhammad Adil (q.s) 

 

People in India, Africa and some other areas apportionment their own Shaykh. What 

nonsense is that? 

 

 So the Shaykhhood is with Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al-Haqqani q.s , and he appointed 

Shaykh Muhammad Adil Hazret, so everyone from East to West whatever Tariqat 

group they belong to , they should renew their Bayat with Shaykh Muhammad Adil 

Hazret.  

 

If they are not accepting this matter of the collective truth of the Book of Allah and 

Traditions of the Prophet about following the successive authority (4:59) , then it is not 

necessary for anyone to follow a living guide , because living guide has to be Murshid Kamil 

and they may follow anyone who is appointed by Murshid Kamil with permission and 

blessings. If there is no living Murshid Kamil in a tarikat lineage , then they are cut off. They 

can make any claims. Whether they are qadris or Naqshbandis, Rifais or Chistis , Barelvis or 

others. 

 

 Following such groups and unfollowing such groups are in the same level. It is same as 

someone claiming I follow so and so grand shaykh directly, this is another form of 

wahabism in Tariqat. Wahabis following sahaba as their Shaykh and reading Hadith, 

and you are following your previous living murshid Kamil and reading his books and 

explaining his teachings. Look like The claims of Wahabis are much more credible!  
 

 

So when there is no living Murshid Kamil , it is as Gause Al Azam said: those who do not 

have Shaykh , then their Shaykh is Satan." 

 

 



 I am asking those Qadrl groups in Kerala and Naksibendi groups in the Western 

countries as well. Where is your Murshid Kaamil ? , you say: he died in 2012, 2014, 16, 

20, 22!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who is your Shaykh now?  
 

They are saying: Oh it is his the son of our Shaykh, or the khalifa of our Shaykh, he act as 

murhsid Kamil now!  

 

I am asking: Acting as a Shaykh? , are you in a Big brother/ Ertugrul Telefilm scenario? 

Who appointed him as Shaykh?  

 

They are saying: O after the Shaykh passed away , we had a conference and we looked 

around to find our New master, then we find so and so and we appointed him as Shaykh and 

Deputy Qutub, Inheritor Shaykh!  

 

I am asking: so who is the present Qutub? Did the present Qutub say, that he is my deputy?  

 

They are saying: we don't know , we dot know Qutub of this time!  

 

I ask asking: Does the Quran or Sunnah or Imams of tarikat teach you to follow the previous 

Qutub and the deputy of a previous Qutub, who himself is not Murhsid Kaamil or Qutub? 

They are shivering and getting frustrated!  

 

So I am asking all so called tarikat people , stop your deception and distortion of the 

Islamic spritiuality!  
 

When Hazret Mahdi emerge , his first war is against tarikat people. Then to their who claim 

those who are following the understanding of sahaba and then those who are claiming to 

follow Ahlul Bayt!  

 

Wa Salam ala Mursaleen Walhamdulillahi Rabbil aalameen 

 

 ~ Jouhar Ali Naqshabandi Al-Hassani  

 

Obligation to Renew Oath with the Living Murshid Kaamil 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem (Quran chapter 45) 

Ha, Meem. (1) The revelation of the Book is from Allah, the Exalted in Might, the Wise. (2) 

Indeed, within the heavens and earth are signs for the believers. (3) And in the creation of 

yourselves and what He disperses of moving creatures are signs for people who are certain 

[in faith]. (4)   



Have you seen he who has taken as his god his [own] desire, and Allah has sent him astray 

due to knowledge and has set a seal upon his hearing and his heart and put over his vision a 

veil? So who will guide him after Allah? Then will you not be reminded? (23) 

Quran Chapter 25:43-44: Have you seen the one who takes as his god his own desire? Then 

would you be responsible for him? (43)  Or do you think that most of them hear or 

reason? They are not except like livestock. Rather, they are [even] more astray in [their] 

way. (44) 

OSMANLI NAKSIBENDI HAKKANI DERGAHI NEW YORK: 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem  

"Shaykh Abdul Kerim take care Animals now , but when the Owner of Time (Sahibu 

Zaman Hz Mahdi ) comes he will have big responsibilities.  He will not be with Animals 

then" - Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al Haqqani (q.s) 

How many people understand the words of Sultanul Auliya?  

Did Mawlana really sent Shaykh Abdul Kerim to America to take care donkeys and horses? 

What did Mawlana Shaykh meant  by Animals?  

Open your heart and understand now, don't take Awliya Allah wisdom according to your 

literal understanding! 

We need to understand our animal characteristics,  the beastly nature . The nature of lion , the 

nature of tiger , the nature or fox and hyena , the nature of  badger and snake and others.  

That time , we will come to realization,  and we don't claim we are something,  we remain 

according to how our Shaykh is described us. We do not change ourselves , no one appoint 

himself,  and no Murid appoint Shaykh.  

It is safety to remain where we are, when we cross the limits,  the order is coming to the 

chosen ones to discipline the transgressors . 

The way they come to you will be a big surprise and the way the events take place , no one 

knows , not even the one who is sent forth , until the time appears,  the order is concealed and 

executed unexpectedly.  

That is the style of the LORD of Heavens.  

Before the flood of Noah , there is a  heavy rain , before the rain there is reminders.  Once the 

reminder is over , that door is closed.  Those who listen and believe , they adhere to the Caller 

and Warner , then the rain falls , people panic,  or the fire spread while they thought fire 

would not erupt because they are God's people,  their presence is bringing blessings to their 

cities and towns .  Then the rain or fire spreads like a flood and swallowing those who 

transgress . 

 



 

 

 

It is strange times and strange things will happen.  Our hearts must be prepared for strange 

events.  

Sahih al-Bukhari 7277 Narrated `Abdullah: The best talk (speech) is Allah's 

Book 'Qur'an), and the best way is the way of Muhammad, and the worst 

matters are the heresies (those new things which are introduced into the 

religion); and whatever you have been promised will surely come to pass, and 

you cannot escape (it). Sahih al-Bukhari 7277 

Sunan Abi Dawud 4607 

Narrated Irbad ibn Sariyah: 

AbdurRahman ibn Amr as-Sulami and Hujr ibn Hujr said: We came to Irbad ibn 

Sariyah who was among those about whom the following verse was revealed: 

"Nor (is there blame) on those who come to thee to be provided with mounts, and 

when thou saidst: "I can find no mounts for you." 

We greeted him and said: We have come to see you to give healing and obtain 

benefit from you. 

Al-Irbad said: One day the Messenger of Allah (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) led us in prayer, then faced us 

and gave us a lengthy exhortation at which the eyes shed tears and the hearts 

were afraid. A man said: Messenger of Allah! It seems as if it were a farewell 

exhortation, so what injunction do you give us? 

He then said: I enjoin you to fear Allah, and to hear and obey even if it be an 

Abyssinian slave, for those of you who live after me will see great disagreement. 

You must then follow my sunnah and that of the rightly-guided caliphs. Hold to it 

and stick fast to it. Avoid novelties, for every novelty is an innovation, and every 

innovation is an error. 

Grade:  Sahih: Reference  : Sunan Abi Dawud 4607 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Sunan an-Nasa'i 4199 

It was narrated from Abu Hurairah that the Messenger of Allah said: 

"Religion is sincerity, religion is sincerity (Al-Nasihah), religion is sincerity." They said; "To 

whom, O Messenger of Allah?" He said: "To Allah, to His Book, to His Messenger, to the 

imams of the Muslims and to their common folk." 

Sahih al-Bukhari 4847 Narrated `Abdullah bin Az-Zubair: A group of Bani Tamim came to 

the Prophet (and requested him to appoint a governor for them). Abu Bakr said, "Appoint Al-

Qaqa bin Mabad." `Umar said, "Appoint Al-Aqra' bin Habeas." On that Abu Bakr said (to 

`Umar). "You did not want but to oppose me!" `Umar replied "I did not intend to oppose 

you!" So both of them argued till their voices grew loud. So the following Verse was 

revealed: 'O you who believe! Be not forward......' (49.1) 

Reference : Sahih al-Bukhari 4847In-book reference : Book 65, Hadith 368USC-MSA web 

(English) reference : Vol. 6, Book 60, Hadith 370 

 

"Those who do not have  a (living) Shaykh, then their Shaykh is Satan" 

~ Sutlanul Arifeen Hazret Tayfur Abu Yazid Al Bistami and 

Sultanul Awliya Gause Al Azam Hazret Shaykh Muhyiddin Abdul Qadir Al-Jilani (q.s). 

 

So, I ask everyone,  who is your Shaykh, your living Shaykh? . Everyone must have  a living 

Shaykh. Even if someone have reached highest levels he is still in need of a living Shaykh. 

Our Shaykh Sahibul Saif Hazret Shaykh Abdul Kerim Al-Kibirsi ar-Rabbani (q.s)   even after 

reaching highest level , he was still following his living Shaykh . 

 

Quran 49:1 O believers! Do not proceed ˹in any matter˺ before ˹a decree from˺ Allah and His 

Messenger. And fear Allah. Surely Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

Sultanul Awliya Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al-Haqqani (q.s) is inspiring me to ask everyone, 

he is saying: 

"I have appointed my son Shaykh Muhammad as my khalifa, inheritor and successor. With 

the permission of Nabi alaihiswalathu wa Salam and Grand Shaykhs.  



 

I have set an example for you by renewing my Baya to my grand shaykh through my Son 

Shaykh Muhammad, are you accepting him as my Khalifa and your Shaykh?, if you are not 

accepting him, then I am not accepting you. I am taking back your authorization". 

People who do not have a living Shaykh  their Shaikh is Satan , so they try to understand 

Quran and Hadith,  Words of Awliya,  according to their own ego and Shaitan!.. So just as 

that squarehead Sunnis who don't have a tarikat and Shaykh, this so called Sufi sects, they 

revere a grand Shaykhs of the very past, and does not want to follow the grand shaykh of the 

present time!.  Some others claim that they are on Bayat with Imam Ali bin Abu Talib (q.s), 

these are liars and deceivers! 

So you must ask yourself, who is my living Shaykh?. At that time , if you are in truly  

heavenly inspired and guided , you will wake up and turn around.  My mission is to wake 

those people up, who want to be awaken.  

From Presidents to porters , Imams and Shaykhs , Aalims and Jaahils. There is no point 

anyone getting upset with me . It will flow from my heart and no force can stop it except by 

the permission of Allah Almighty Exalted.  The Wahidul Qahhar has Given me a Zeal and 

Word,  the Zeal of the Word of Truth.  

You can deny it and overlook it. But will be a very foolish behaviour decision for you to step 

in my way and to interfere my mission and work. 

So understand this point,  those who do not have a living Shaykh , then their Shaikh is Satan , 

and those who follow someone whose Shaykh is Satan , then their way is Astray, even if they 

are preaching Madhab   Tasawwuf and Aqeedha of Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jamah! 

Sahih Muslim 1851 a: It has been reported on the authority of Nafi, that 'Abdullah b. Umar 

paid a visit to Abdullah b. Muti' in the days (when atrocities were perpetrated on the People 

Of Medina) at Harra in the time of Yazid b. Mu'awiya. Ibn Muti' said: 

Place a pillow for Abu 'Abd al-Rahman (family name of 'Abdullah b. 'Umar). But the latter 

said: I have not come to sit with you. I have come to you to tell you a tradition I heard from 

the Messenger of Allah (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). I heard him say: One who withdraws his band from obedience 

(to the Amir) will find no argument (in his defence) when he stands before Allah on the Day 

of Judgment, and one who dies without having bound himself by an oath of allegiance (to an 

Amir) will die the death of one belonging to the days of Jahillyya. 

Reference : Sahih Muslim 1851a In-book reference : Book 33, Hadith 90 USC-MSA web 

(English) reference : Book 20, Hadith 4562 (deprecated numbering scheme)  

 

 

See Quran 4:59, ......obey those who are in authority among you. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 It is never about following a Saint of the past, if following a Sufi (Shaykh) Saint of the past 

was enough, then it would have been enough for everyone to follow Ghause Al Azam or Hz 

Ali directly or through any living khadims of those tarikat (khalifas who haven't reached the 

station of Spiritual Master- Murshid Kaamil). It is a serious innovation (bidha) in the tarikat 

that, those who are not reached in the station of Murshid Kaamil, not having a living Shaykh. 

This is not the way of the great Shaykhs of Tasawwuf. Every grand shaykh had a Murshid 

until he reached in the station of a perfected guide. They followed different Shaykhs of 

different paths and until they have given the station of Shaykhood, they followed someone 

who is in authority and living Saint of the highest order.  

 

 

Our allegiance is only with Al Haqq (The Absolute Truth- The Almighty and Exalted), 

not with persons or places. This words that came through my spirituality may be a surprise 

to many of you. But Awliya Allah Bring forth matters in its most decreed times . And 

Jouhar Ali Naqshabandi Al-Hassani is Not following his own ego, nor He is misguided, 

nor he speak from his own inclination, he is following what is inspired to him and 

ordered to him from Heavens,time to time.  

There is a sign in this verses for those who are looking for signs! 

 

THE STAR (S): Haven't you heard the signs of Stars? 
 
Your companion [Muhammad] has not strayed, nor has he erred, (2) Nor does he speak from 

[his own] inclination. (3) It is not but a revelation revealed, (4) Taught to him by one intense 

in strength - (5) One of soundness. And he rose to [his] true form (6) While he was in the 

higher [part of the] horizon. (7) Then he approached and descended (8) And was at a distance 

of two bow lengths or nearer. (9) And he revealed to His Servant what he revealed. (10) The 

heart did not lie [about] what it saw. (11) So will you dispute with him over what he saw? 

Your duty is to stand behind me and follow my words and orders. If you do that you 

will reach higher Station, if you do not do that you will perish and those who are 

following you will perish as well. Allah and His Messenger alaihiswalathu wa Salam has 

taken my life for the Mission of Al Haqq. It is enough evil and sinful for someone to ask me 

to give my life for them, except by ignorance, then it is may be forgiven.  

It is not even the right of Mahdi a.s or Hz Isa a.s to ask Jouhar Ali, "give me your life"! Hz 

Isa a.s is set an example for you all to learn and understand. He asked his disciples, who 

will be my helpers ? . They said, we are the helpers of Allah. Be Rabbani, do not claim 

Lordship and ask people to give them their life . It is not for you not for me to ask people 

to give life . It is a transgression, you must wake up and surrender to the truth and follow my 

instructions.  

This words may sound heavy for many, but in the Holy Months this outpouring happens 

through me , so do not blame me , nor hate me , I m just a normal human like you, and I even 

struggle to behold it's heaviness and seriousness, so if you want to hate and blame the Mighty 

One who is inspiring me, if you don't fear!. Wa Salamun alal Mursaleen Walhamdulillahi 

Rabbil aalameen  
 

 

 



 

 

THE SPRIITUAL BLINDNESS: 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem  

Prophets and Awliya Allah, can be present with all sorts of people in different times and 

situations.   

And if someone narrate their conversation they with all sorts of people or share their photos 

(of AwliyaAllah) , that should not be seen as betraying Abu Bakkar, Omar r.a Osman. 

Shaykh Mawlana , Sahibul Saif or others.  

If Haqq and Bathil are portrayed in a same page (the Quran itself is example,  which talk 

about Allah , Nabi , Shaitan , Pharaoh and Abu Lahab in its page), and if the one looking the 

pages sees only the Bathil and over taken by Batil  (falsehood) , then it is evident that they are 

not a spritiually enlightened group, they are just another party. And partisan is forbidden in 

Islam. 

Quran 6:159 Indeed, those who have divided their religion and become sects - you, [O 

Muhammad], are not [associated] with them in anything. Their affair is only [left] to Allah ; 

then He will inform them about what they used to do. 

Tarikat is  the school  of Islamic Spirituality   not party or sects. When people transform 

tairkat into a party or sect , then understand that it is a deviation and innovation! 

Islamic Spirituality is what The Book of Allah and Nabi alaihiswalathu wa Salam defines , 

and what the Imans explains that definition!. 

Wa Salam alal Mursaleen  

Walhamdulillahi Rabbil aalameen. 

THE ABMASSADORS OF ALLAH 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem  

Quran chapter 3: Allah witnesses that there is no deity except Him, and [so do] the angels 

and those of knowledge - [that He is] maintaining [creation] in justice. There is no deity 

except Him, the Exalted in Might, the Wise. (18) Indeed, the religion in the sight of Allah is 

Islam. And those who were given the Scripture did not differ except after knowledge had 

come to them - out of jealous animosity between themselves. And whoever disbelieves in the 

verses of Allah, then indeed, Allah is swift in [taking] account. (19) Allah witnesses that there 

is no deity except Him, and [so do] the angels and those of knowledge - [that He is] 

maintaining [creation] in justice. There is no deity except Him, the Exalted in Might, the 

Wise. (18) Indeed, the religion in the sight of Allah is Islam. And those who were given the 

Scripture did not differ except after knowledge had come to them - out of jealous animosity 



between themselves. And whoever disbelieves in the verses of Allah, then indeed, Allah is 

swift in [taking] account. 

1- The Ambassadors of Allah are those who are appointed through the Order of Nabi 

Alaihiswalathu wa Salam.  

Because there is a "witness to Allah and His Messenger" involved in the appointment of the 

people of knowledge and authority (3:18 and 4:59) 

2- The Ambassadors of Allah are legitimate deputies  of the Prophet for the present time . 

They are not boxed in to a particular group or building or place.   

Because they are the Ambassadors of the Mission of The Prophet a.s , which is "Ramatan Lil 

alameen " , mercy/grace to the whole creations. 

3-  They have been blessed with Exalted witness of the Majesty of Allah , as it is witnessed 

by the Angels of the highest order and the Prophets.  

4- They are the true inheritors of the Prophets, and those who are representatives of the 

inheritors in other levels , they fail to submit to the new inheritors of the Ambassadors of 

Allah. This behavior happened with different groups of Jews and Christians.  

And majority of the different groups of Muslims today, who followed  a previous inheritor 

and then divert to following a representative of that inheritor , who did not renew his 

Shahadath and Bayah with the living present day inheritors,  just imitating Jews and 

Christians in this regard. Some of them say, books are enough, the first generation imams are 

enough,  or just following this representative is enough. But If they representative did not 

renew bayah with a living murshid kaamil ,nor through one the Living inheritors of the 

Prophets, then his spiritual way is not continuing.   

Most of the Sufi branches , thus have had  deviated from the inheritors of that era , if they 

didn't renew their bayah with the imam (grand shaykhs)  of the the time, either in their chain 

or from anther chain of the same sufi order , or from another Sufi order. 

In such Sufi ways/groups , one representative take over as Sajjade Nashin (the power of 

attorney of the previous Shaykh), Usually murids of of previous Shaykh appoint such a 

Sajade Nashin (the leader of the group who is given power of attorney,  or leadership) . Then 

he appoint another one from among the Murids according to his assessment skills and logic 

or Isthikhara (spiritual consultation) . 

But this ones does not necessarily become Murshid Kamil or Grad Shaykhs.  

This is the way , majority Sufi branches today have deviated from the correct 'following 

methods' established in the Quran and Sunnah and as explained by Tarikat Imams.  

 

 



 

 

In this way, the become a group without a living murshid kaamil.  This are the people and 

groups whom Gause Al Azam Sultanul Awliya described in his famous Saying: "Those who 

do not have a living Murshid Kaamil (a Shaykh appointed from the heavens) , then their 

Shaikh is Satan". 

But every Sufi group,  chop the actual meaning of Gause Al Azam's statement, and misquote 

it to win followers,  who don't follow any Sufi branches! 

5- By deviating in this way from Al Haqq and As-Sidq , while holding to the Ways of Ahlu 

Sunnah Wal Jamah, they forget this hidden innovation (bidha) , they have fallen into.  

Eventually,  hatred,  jealousy,  animosity everything come out from their mouth or from the 

mouth their followers. 

They don't stand firm in justice,  they shows favoritism , prejudice,  bigotry and 

discrimination.   While they claim that they are people of Guidance and truth, because of their 

outward inheritance of the previous imams and Grand shaikhs spiritual belongings , such as 

tombs, maqams , buildings , masjid,  institutions etc and their allegiance to Sunni sufi schools 

in theory,  but not fully in practically; they become worse over time , and lose all the 

principles they are speaking through their mouths.  

They show tyranny and injustice  in their speech and actions. They demonsie anyone who 

does not follow their group or those who move to another tarikat or shaykh. Or those whoe 

leave them for good and embrace Murshid Kamil of the current era!. 

It is Shaykh Muhammad Adil Ar-Rabbani q.s is appointed as the Spiritual successor of 

Mawlana Shaykh Nazim q.s throug the order of grand shaykhs and Nabi alaihiswalathu wa 

Salam,  and he is on the Golden Chain of grand Shaykhs..so everyone who followed Shaykh 

Nazim Al-Haqqani q.s must follow his successor , with wholeheartedly.  Not to cherry pick 

the words of Mawlana that suit to your ego.  

This is not  a boast.... 

And when Sahibul Saif Hazret Shaykh Abdul Karim Efendi q.s  left this worldly life , in the 

same night,  Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al-Haqqani q.s called me to his spriitual presence and 

said to me: Jouhar Ali, you must continue the mission of Shaykh Abdul Kerim and Osmanli 

Naksibendi Tarikat" and upon saying this , he took a White turban from the Unseen and put it 

on my head,  not given to my hand.  

At that moment a deep breathe passed through me and entered in my chest with a coolness 

and I suddenly woke up, at that night I was laying down on the floor just as I was laying 

down in the floor after praye and Zikr , when I saw I was called to the presence of the 

Prophet a.s who gave.me the call to Muhammad Rasoolullah, which made me wake up. 



 

 

So If It is myself who put it on my head,  I can also take it from my head,  so as long as 

Mawlana Shaykh does not take it away from my head,  I have to continue with his orders. So 

many times even the last week I tried to pullback and move away,  because of seeing how 

much corruption and deviation are around with in Tariqats and Sunni groups,  but I have  

been pushed back to speak again to the entire Sunni Sufi world,  this important points.   

And I am asking all of the Osmanli Naksibendi people around the world , did Mawlana or 

Shaykh Abdul Kerim sent you a white turban , either physically or spiritually? 

If yes, then come forward and and question and criticize my works. 

If not then , fear your LORD and His Wrath, His Mighty Hands! 

And this is nor a false news or boast,  nor pride or arrogance.  It is only a word of Truth.  

And may Allah curse the liars and deceivers , I do not wish to invoke curse . But this is for 

you to invoke curse on the liars and deceivers , and those who are not accepting the truth in 

regards to my words.  So you may invoke the curse of Allah in regards to my claims and 

words,  if you doubt about it . 

Because,  I seek forgiveness and mercy for everyone,  those who accept me and those who 

reject me. Because I love for the fellow believers what I love for myself.  But if they are not 

in this spiritual states and feels hatred and enemies towards me, then they should test their 

beliefs by invoking Allah's curse upon the liar and deceiver or invoke curse upon those who 

reject the truth! 

Wa salamun alal Mursaleen  

Walhamdulillahi Rabbil aalameen  

 

Q&A: 

"What is your point?" 

BismillahiRahmanirRahim, what is your point? They left Şeyh Abdulkerim Hz's khalifa. 

Seyh Abdulkerim Hz. choose one Khalifa. If you trust him you should follow his orders. Who 

cares about murids leaving. There were murids who left during Seyh Abdulkerim Hz. time 

too. You can not reach Seyh Abdulkerim Hz. without Seyh Lokman Efendi Hz. 

 ~ H Abdullah 

Answer: 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem  



When Sahibul Saif was living on the surface of this earth , I was blessed to communicate with 

him almost every week. But not with any of his representatives there in America,  if I tried to 

they criticize me or cut off without having a positive conversation,  rather , they talk with a 

school boy tantrum mindset.  But I understand their state of mind and character and level of 

conduct,  so I have been very patient to this moment.  Because I am not here to desert or 

forsake anyone. I want them to pay attention to the words I am saying and reflect upon it 

according to the guidance of Islam and imams of the Tariqat! 

So one time during a conversation with Sahibul Saif Shaykh Abdul Kerim Al-Kibrisi q.s, he 

very seriously admonished me and said: "take only from Shaykh Mawlana "  not from anyone 

else". (Not exact words). 

Therefore, when Mawlana Shaykh approved those ones to look after the Jamath of Shaykh 

Abdul Kerim q.s , I accepted it with further signs from Mawlana Shaykh q.s. 

Another time , Before Sahibul Saif made his mast journey to Cyprus,  I called Seyh Efendi 

q.s and asked him: "what should I do when the major  fitnah and troubles of the end of times  

emerge?". 

Seyh EFENDI,  said me : "go back to your homeland" 

Because seyh Efendi wanted the way to continue in India under my leadership, and support 

the family and followers there.  

Seyh EFENDI,  didn't instruct me to follow anyone else,  apart from Mawlana Shaykn Nazim 

(q.s). 

So when Mawlana Shaykh Nazim q.s declared Shaykh Muhammad Adil q.s to be his 

successor and ordered everyone to renew their Bayah with him , and Mawlana' himself 

renewed his bayat to the Imam of the Tarikat through Shaykh Muhammad Adil (q.s) it was 

also obligatory upon me to do the same, and I did , and I don't have to consult with someone 

else for that, with clear instructions from Sahibul Saif q.s . 

But those who claim they love and follow Mawlana Shaykh and Sahibul Saif refuse to renew 

their Bayat with Mawlana Shaykh Muhamamd Adil Ar-Rabbani (q.s), this is a deviation from 

the orders of Mawlana Shaykh's order , from the principles of Tasawwsuf and Tarikat.  

They speak about every principles and manners (Adab) and teach remind others , but they 

themselves forgot it in their own life? 

This is detested by Allah Almighty in Quran Sura As-Saff, verse two and three! 

And such attidues and disobedience is counted as signs of hypocrisy in the Holy Traditions of 

the Prophet a.s  

If it is still not clear and unbelievable,  then listen to Mawlana Shaykh's sohbet or go to 

someone from ahlul sunnah  who is mastered in Arabic , who can read and explain to you the 

rules and regulations,  Imams of the tarikat has written about concerning following Shaykh 



Murhsid Al Kamil of the time , and learn from the main source,  if you do  not believe in my 

words. 

And I have not lied or concealed anything into writings,  and you may invoke curse on the 

liars and deceivers,  whoever they are,  if you doubt that either me or someone else has 

deceived or lied to you. It is permissible in shariah to invoke curse of Allaah on the liars ! 

I am not invoking curse, because I deserve mercy for everyone , forgiveness and right 

guidance for everyone rather than their perishing.  

Because,  I have seen personally so many people who oposed me and slandered me , gone 

crazy or perished , without even invoking or praying against them. And I don't want to 

happen that to someone,  because I see they are Husbands or wives or father mother to 

someone.  

So go ahead , you have choices,  either believe me and do what is right. 

Or in doubt go to the scholars who have tasawsuf books which explains the laws of tarikat. 

Or be arrogant and stubborn,  and invoke curse of God on the liars,  and disbelieve in my 

words and don't verify my words and find yourself unprofitable in following a group that 

follows misguidance and deviation!  

The choice is yours,  and there is no compulsion or hatred , everyone will find their way and 

destiny.  I am only a reminder ! 

~ Jouhar Ali Naqshabandi Al-Hassani 

 
A WARNING TO ALL SUFI GROUPS AND AHLU SUNNAH, BE UNITED , DO 

NOT DEVIATE, RENEW YOUR BAYAT WITH SHYAKH MUHAMMAD ADIL 

(Q.S) 

 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem 

 

Quran 4:65 But no, by your Lord, they will not [truly] believe until they make you, [O 

Muhammad], judge concerning that over which they dispute among themselves and then find 

within themselves no discomfort from what you have judged and submit in [full, willing] 

submission. 

 

On the authority of Abu Muhammad Abdullah bin ’Amr bin al-’Aas (may Allah be pleased 

with him) who said: The Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) 

said, “None of you [truly] believes until his desires are subservient to that which I have 

brought.” [Imam an-Nawawi says:] We have related it in Kitab al-Hujjah with a saheeh 

chain of narrators (40 Hadith Nawawi 41) 

 

Narrated Abu Huraira (r.a) : Allah's Messenger (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said, "Whoever obeys me, obeys Allah, 

and whoever disobeys me, disobeys Allah, and whoever obeys the ruler I appoint, obeys 

me, and whoever disobeys him, disobeys me." Reference: Sahih al-Bukhari 7137 

In-book reference  : Book 93, Hadith 1 



 

Mawlana Shaykh Nazim (q.s) declares that, Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 

Allah be upon him)  appointed Shaykh Muhammad Adil ar-Rabbani (q.s as his successor in 

the Naqshabandi Golden Chain,Tariqatul Aliyyah wa Naqshbandiya wa Rabbaniya, making 

him the Shaykh of all Sufi orders (all Rabbaniya ways), and Tariqatul Aliya (Golden Chain of 

the Imams) and of the Naqshbandi Haqqani Silsila)! 

 

Narrated Abu Huraira: Allah's Messenger (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said, "All my followers will enter Paradise 

except those who refuse." They said, "O Allah's Messenger (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)! Who will refuse?" He 

said, "Whoever obeys me will enter Paradise, and whoever disobeys me is the one who 

refuses (to enter it)." Reference  : Sahih al-Bukhari 7280 , In-book referenc : Book 96, 

Hadith 12 

 

 

 Listen and obey Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al Haqqani q.s. don't make big mistakes by 

behaving like school boy mindset. 

https://youtu.be/8fgKLu_q9sA 

 

 
But If you think that you are a greater representative than Sahibul Saif and Mawlana Shaykh 

Nazim q.s in the holy Naqshabandi Order, then don't renew your beyat with Shaykh 

Muhammad Adil or others . Follow yourself as your Shaykh. Good luck to you all! 

I bid farewell to New York Naksibendi group in this holy night. However I am not leaving 

you alone. My thoughts and prayers are with everyone of you. I don't behave like you when 

someone leave you, you call them munafiq and betrayer.  

But I am here to show mercy and affection, to the lost sheep and broken hearts, and wounded 

minds. 

Sometimes it take some time to open up things to you, I acknowledge that.  

But I made an Isthikhara earlier, it is said to divorce you with all due to respect.  

This verses touched in the Quran in Isthikhara process along with Sura Yusaf and another 

two verses relating to divorces (33:49 and 12:19-20)  

.  

4:100 And whoever emigrates for the cause of Allah will find on the earth many [alternative] 

locations and abundance. And whoever leaves his home as an emigrant to Allah and His 

Messenger and then death overtakes him - his reward has already become incumbent upon 

Allah . And Allah is ever Forgiving and Merciful. 

 

I am sure there will be one day everyone will wake up and acknowledge my words, therefore 

no need to argue or criticise any further. Follow what you have received and understood , not 

what you have not received nor understood.  

May Allah make it easy for everyone with His Abundant forgiveness and Mercy . Ameen  

Time is the Father of truth and slayer of falsehood! 

Wa salamun alal Mursaleen  

Walhamdulillahi Rabbil aalameen  

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/8fgKLu_q9sA?fbclid=IwAR0GGj65T8r2fpx6D7Fam02pu1U2zXOfE_lgHiypanmbUBpUsV7VV51siF4


 

 

DEAD BRANCHES WILL FALL 

Bismillahi Rahmani Raheem 

We are commemorating the holy day of Ashura this day.  We are remembering two incidents 

that happened on this day, in its order. Firstly, the victory of  our master Musa (alaihissalam) 

against Pharaoh, while commemorating that incident, we are also trying to understand who is 

Nabi Musa (a.s) and his relationship to the LORD of Heavens, and his struggle against 

Pharaoh , his fleeing from his foster home. And his migration to the foreign land, his 

marriage and return to homeland, on his way back, the LORD of Heavens addressing him on 

the Mountain through visions. And bestowed upon him authority (3:26) and sovereignty. And 

then he is sent forth to follow Hazret Khidr (a.s), and his return to his people and saving the 

believers from Pharaoh in the end, and Allah Subhana wa Ta'ala destroys Pharaoh and his 

evil cult! 

 Narrated Ibn `Abbas: When the Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) arrived at Medina, the Jews were observing the 

fast on 'Ashura' (10th of Muharram) and they said, "This is the day when Moses became 

victorious over Pharaoh," On that, the Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said to his companions, "You (Muslims) 

have more right to celebrate Moses' victory than they have, so observe the fast on this day." 

Reference  : Sahih al-Bukhari 4680 

 

We are also commemorating the Day of Karbala. The sacrifice of Hazret Imam Hussain 

(alaihissalam) and his progeny at the hand of Yazeed!. We are making effort to understand 

the two incidents and how these incidents have an impact on our religion and spirituality! 

So we must know who is Imam Hussain (a.s) and his virtues, and what he stood for!. Imam 

Hussain (a.s) stood to defend the truth. Anyone who is claiming to be the defender of the 

truth, they must know what Imam Hussain stood for!.  

Imam Hussain (a.s) , the leader of the youth of Paradise (Hadith), did not stand up for 

kingship in this world, he did not stand up for winning follower, and  he did demonise those 

who did not follow him, nor those who left him!.  He decided to migrate with his family for 

the sake of Islam, for the sake of truth and righteousness. But those Yazid and his buddies, 

his cultist followers, they were afraid, they were anxious, they were paranoid, and the 

constant worry overtake their minds and heart, that if Imam Husain (a.s) and his family leave 

our camp (dominion), and move to another land, he would find supporters and followers 

there, and he might threaten our kingship and camps!.  

 

 



 

 

So Yazid sent his agents to threaten him and his family, but they did not give us. Some 

people offered support for Imam Husain (a.s) and his family, but later they betrayed him and 

left him alone. Eventually, Yazid sent his gangsters to attack Imam Husain and his family and 

they were all martyred in Karbala, except a few were spared!. Through them the Hussaini 

lineage continued. 

So we must wake up and understand a few wisdom from the two incidents. Victory comes 

with the help of Allah and Allah's Plan was never with Yazid nor with Pharaoh. While 

Pharaoh's Army and citizens were disbelievers,  Yazeed's army were hypocrites, and there 

were Muslims also, they lived under the rule of Yazeed.  But they could not move their feet, 

because, they did not have the legitimate leadership!. 

They stuck in a branch, that cut off from the tree! 

Some groups claiming that they are the tree and I am the branch that cut off from that tree!. 

This is coming from a  very egoistic understanding of the day of Ahura! 

Allah Almighty Describes the Living Tree: 

Quran 14:24 Have you not considered how Allah presents an example, [making] a good 

word like a good tree, whose root is firmly fixed and its branches [high] in the sky? 

What is the Kamithu Tayyib Allah Almighty mentions through the Quran, it is the word of 

absolute truth.  So we are obliged to follow the living representative of the good tree, the 

Imam of Ahlu sunnah wal jamah (the Shaykh ul Islam , the grand Shaykh of the Naqshabandi 

Way of this time).   

Sultanul Awliya Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al Haqqani (q.s) reminds us the tree and orders 

everyone from east to west, to be part of that tree and to renew bayat with the present 

caretaker of that tree, who is Hazret Shaykh Muhammad Adil (Q.S)! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fgKLu_q9sA 

So we can understand that you are not the tree,  nor from that branch of the living tree!. You 

are saying that, you are independent, you are refusing to graft your branch to the living tree. 

So the branch will eventually fall. I am  branch of that living tree, I am not falling, because 

long time back , by the order of Mawlana Shaykh Nazim (Q.S), I have grafted myself and my 

branch with the living tree , Shaykh Muhammad Adil Al -Rabbani (q.s) 

To continue to be a living tree/ branch, you must be part of the branch of the living tree , or 

must be nourished by the living tree, by connecting the roots with the living tree or grafting 

the branch (you) with the living tree! 



This is a very important point, those who are seeking truth, must listen to the words of the 

true defenders of the truth. Anyone can make claim that, they are the defenders of the truth. 

Everyone who took Bayat through me in the Osmanli Naksibendi Hakkani Sufi way of India, 

are connecting themselves to the living tree and through the living tree they are connecting to 

Sahibul Saif, Gause Al Azam, Imam Shah Naqshabandi and all other grand Shaykhs.  But 

those who had refused me and my words, look at how it had gone with them in the past, and 

learn and understand how will go with those who refuse me today.  

I do not have to defend myself, or my words , i am not answerable to people, except for what 

benefit them and what concern them.  Allah Almighty Will defend me and His Cause He has 

bestowed upon me. The Quran gives examples. But those who fear and want to be in safety in 

this world and hereafter, then let them put their own ego down, humble themselves and come 

with manners and self discipline. As I always remind, it is a very foolish deed to 

underestimate me or what is given to me from the heavens!. You might be a Shaykh or 

scholar or Imam or a saint, but I remind you to understand the rights and duties Allah 

Almighty bestowed upon me through Nabi Muhammad alaihiswalathu wa salam, Sahibul 

Saif, Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al-Haqqani (q.s) and other grand Shaykhs. They all believed 

and accepted. But some of you reject and oppose, abuse and slander.  

So understand that, it won't be karbala, it will be like in the time of Musa (a.s), he is also 

standing my side, Isa a.s and Yahya a.s also stand my side , Hazre Gibril (a.s), Hazret 

Mikhail (a.s) and Hazret Azrail (a.s) also stand in support of me.  So it is good to investigate 

who are you trying to undermine and oppose.  Truth will fully manifest, whatever is revealed, 

I am writing and explaining you, I did not have an idea yesterday, what I write now today, 

19/08/2021 17.00 GMT! 

I speak to every nations and tribes, every religions and people, and to everyone who must 

renew their Bayat with Nabi a.s and recognise the right of Hz Ali (a.s) . I am not a leader or a 

a shaykh , who is created for one  group or for one place. 

So we may all wake up and follow the word of truth and heavenly orders, orders.  

wa salamun alal mursaleen 

walhamdulillahi Rabbil aalameen 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Conclusion: 

Having said all that, let me ask all these Sunnis and Sufi groups the very question they ask to 

the Wahabis and others! 

You are more accountable to understand and accept the belief and wisdom in the Book of 

Allah, the traditions of the Prophet alaihiswalathu wa salam and the Taawwuf laws regarding 

the obligation to follow a living Murshid Kaamil! 

How then you are deceived by your own ego and Shaitan, that you do not follow the living 

Murshid Kaamil, but you foolishly base your branch or group fo Tarikat on a grand shaykh of 

the past, not on the Murshid Kaamil of the Present times? 

Do you think you are better than Wahabis and Shia?. You have fallen from these very serious 

obligation, which is also one of the reason why Ahlu Sunnwa wal Jamah is weak and good 

for nothing when it come to defend the Majesty of Islam and bring Back the Holy Orders of 

the  LORD OF HEAVENS And Messenger of Allah alaihiswalathu wa salam! 

You might be big scholars and eaten up  so many Islamic texts and become fat in your 

intellect and intelligence, but you are missing the very basic and most important points , 

defined by the  Highest Imams of Islam! 

This is to remind you of your fallacy, all Sufi groups and Sunni groups out there.  Go to 

Shaykh Muhammad Adil Ar-Rabbani (Q.S) , who is in the Golden Chain, appointed by the 

order of the Prophet (a.s) and he is from the Wazirs of Hazret Imam Mahdi (a.s).  

You will be accountable when Sahibul Zaman appears. You are talking about the Sword of 

Sahibul Zaman and saying how that sword is going to cut 70,000 corrupt religious leaders. 

But you are in an illusion that you don't include in that accountability!. 

You are innovators with in Islam and Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jamah, this is why you are not 

accepting the Imam of the time, the Murshid Kaamil of the time!. And you debate wahabis 

and Shia, while you are missing out in one of the great obligation!. You are delusional 

followers of a hallucinating Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jamah creed! 

If the whole Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jamah is gathered , then Mawlana Shaykh Nazim Al Haqqani 

(Q.S) was their leader in his time, now if all the Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jamah is gathered , then 

the leader is Mawlana Shaykh Muhammad Adil Ar-Rabbani (q.s). 

 

 

 



 

 

After me, there is no one who is going to guide you to this matter, as Mahdi a.s appears you 

will be held accountable!. 

Stop all these nonsense now, the retribution of the LORD of Heavens is coming down, fire is 

coming everywhere. Listen and Obey this words of Haqq. O People keeo the holy orders, 

everyone from east to must renew their bayat from Shaykh Muhammad Adil (q.s) or through 

those who are assigned by him!. 

We are only happy with those things and people that Grand Shaykh Muhammad Adil Ar-

Rabbani (q.s) is Happy with, we are not accepting those who are not accepting Grand Shaykh 

Muhammad Adil's rights as grand Shaykh!. Whether they are our parents , family, buddies or 

other Shaykhs! 

The easy experience privilege  in the spiritual way and Islam is to always have the blessings 

of being in a group of followers ,.who are helpers and protectors of each other.   

But in this way, I have been given the most difficult experiences and test. To be alone 

without a  physical Jamath for over 12 years and to struggle with lot of worldly situations 

alone ,all these times. But my Shaykh stood with me always , in my success and in my 

failure. He didn't blame me.  I received the Divine Support , and Support of the Prophets,  

namely Nabi Muhammad alaihiswalathu wa Salam,  Isa a.s , Yahya a.s and Musa a.s and 

Noah a.s and Grand Shaykhs,  Mawlana Shaykh Nazim q.s , Gause Al Azam  q.s and 

Sultanul Awliya Ahmad Kabir ar-Rifai q.s . 

And worldly help, mostly through locsl Christians and non-practicing Muslims . Not from 

those who think they are imams or Shaykhs.   

Because the Mission and Work is , the declaration of "Ramatan Lil alameen ". 

Not just to be  a leader for a cosy group or sect. But to be a  servant of the LORD for His 

Creation,  for the lost sheep and for the wounded horses and for the abandoned cows and for 

the fallen trees, for birds whose wings are broken. 

Group dynamics,  it is easy and comfortable for the ego, that's why everyone want to party , 

everyone want to join some groups, whether spiritual of political. But try the way I struggled,  

and see how things are going with you. Prove your love for Islam , Naqshbandi way and 

Shaykhs , by being in my situations.  

Then come and criticize and slander. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

This is the summary of the whole message! 

Wa salamun alal Mursaleen 

Walhamdulillahi Rabbil Aalameen 

(Jouhar Ali Naqshabandi Al-Hassani is the  Representative of the Osmanli Naqshabandi 

Haqqani Sufi Way, Kerala,India, appointed by Sahibul Saif Shaykh Abdul Kerim Al-Kibrisi 

q.s and renewed his Ijazah from Shaykh Muhammad Adil Hazret in 2014) 

https://naqshabandi.org (Official) 

Jouhar Ali Naqshabandi Al-Hassani 

Naqshabandi.org 
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